
INSTALL THE SHOWER YOU WANT
From low level to traditional height shower trays

Dual action pump and 
shower wastes designed  
for wet rooms with tiled 
or vinyl flooring.

Dual action pump and 
shower waste designed 
for low level trays.
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2cm

Designed specifically where floor  
drainage is required but where space 
underneath is very limited e.g. wet rooms. This 
two part kit with a powerful shower waste pump 
and a choice of two waste designs can pump 
up to 3m vertically as well as 30m horizontally. 
Higher flow rate means it can be used  
with powerful ‘rain head’ showers. 

Designed specifically where floor  
drainage is required but where space 
underneath is limited to 2cm. This two 
part kit comprising a powerful shower 
waste pump and shower waste can  
pump up to 3m vertically as well as  
30m horizontally. Higher flow rate  
means it can be used with powerful  
‘rain head’ showers. 

Wash 
Basin Shower

Power 
Shower BidetKey to product applications:
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FLOOR® 1&2
REF: 1154 AND 1155

FLOOR® 3
REF: 1156



Low level shower  
tray equipped with  
an external  
wastewater pump.

Waste water  
pump with  
shower gully  
and waste.

Waste water pump 
for traditional 
shower trays.
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This low profile shower tray is 
equipped with an external wastewater 
pump, making it an ideal solution for 
installing a shower almost anywhere 
with minimal disruption, as no 
excavation is required. Tray height  
is only 53mm for easy access.

Ideal pumping solution  
for a low level shower 
tray. Capable of pumping a 
standard electric or gravity 
mixer shower. Two inlets 
mean a wash basin can be 
added too.

The Sanishower + can be 
installed next to a shower tray 
with access for maintenance. 
Capable of pumping a standard 
electric or gravity mixer 
shower. Two inlets mean a  
wash basin can be added too.
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Wash 
Basin Shower

Power 
Shower BidetKey to product applications:

REF: PLEASE SEE SANIFLO BROCHURE FOR TRAY SIZES

REF: 1043/3

REF: 6043


